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1-Year Trailing Returns of Morningstar Country Indices in Base Currency

Source: Morningstar Markets Observer Q1 2017
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Uncertainty everywhere but amongst the consensus of industry analysts

The reality of a Trump presidency is upon us
► US debt ceiling negotiations in March 2017
► French presidential elections in May 2017
► German elections likely for
August/September 2017
► The rise of populism.
► Asia-pacific geo-political tensions
► Australian residential housing construction
peaking
► End of the debt supercycle
► US inflation rising
► US Federal Reserve Board constitution
►
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2015

What should we be focused on as long-term valuation driven investors?

German elections
Brexit
implementation
U.S. and China trade
negotiations

Debt
overload
around
the world

Inflation
shock
risks

What do you
consider the
key risks for
2017?

French
elections

Refugee
crisis

Ageing population &
structural stagnation
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Commodity prices
falling
Equity,
property
or bond
market
bubbles

Italian banking
liquidity

Greek debt
sustainability

What is the right way to invest
portfolios to control for investor
outcomes including fees.
Passive? ETFs? Active multimanager? Active single manager?
Strategic beta?

Terror-related
incidents

South China Sea
tension
European
Union
breakdown

Geopolitical
crisis

Central bank
changes

Trump policy
changes

Chinese slowdown
creating a global
recession
UK current account
deficit strain

To seek direction and learning,
assess the past for similar
confluence of events.
1979-82 Reagan, Thatcher and Kohl
led a marked change in socialist to
capitalist regimes in US, UK and
Germany

Holistic portfolio construction

gFirst level- thinking?
/Best company
/Best product
gSecond –level thinking?
/Impacts if the time horizon is different to expected
/Consider different insights or model and as a consequence react differently
/What is already priced into investment markets
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Building portfolios holistically: Case study 1 (“Different time horizon to that expected”)

Price Correlation Relative to US Bond Yields

Assess probabilities and uncertainties of asset links – consider the unexpected.
Warning: Do not depend on recent history or consensus thinking.
60%
Banks correlation positive & rising

40%

FIRST LEVEL THINKING
“US Fed has stopped QE. Yields are going up! Get
out of Global bonds.” The Taper tantrum.
►

20%
►

0%
-20%

Defensive yield equities will surely lose out as
yields rise
Sell Emerging market equities immediately
before higher US Dollar causes problems.

SECOND LEVEL THINKING

-40%

Yields take longer than expected to rise as
global growth is slow.

-60%

►

-80%

2013

2014

2015
REITs

2016
Banks

►
►
►

Maintain short duration bonds and cash
Hold positions in REITs, Infrastructure until 2016
Increase Emerging market debt and equities
Await adding banks to portfolios until valuations
more attractive post Brexit

Peter Lynch: Know what’s in your portfolio and know why it’s there.
Largest positions stocks in portfolio: Dexus, National Grid (UK), Samsung AND Low US bond duration, then BUY UK banks.
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Building portfolios holistically: Case study 2 (“Seek different insights and react differently”)
100

Assess probabilities and uncertainties of asset links – consider the unexpected.
Warning: Do not depend on recent history or consensus thinking.

20%

FIRST LEVEL THINKING
“Due to slowing demand, the World has too
much Oil and is moving on!”
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-68%
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+94%
10%

60

►

SECOND LEVEL THINKING
The normal operation of the capital cycle will
constrain supply, leading to increased prices

50
5%

40

►

30
20
Oct-14

Avoid all energy equity companies, High yield
debt and currencies of oil exporters.

0%
Jan-15

Apr-15

Jul-15

Oct-15

Jan-16

European Energy Exposure (RHS)

Apr-16

Jul-16

Oct-16

Jan-17

►

Large European integrated energy companies
best placed to withstand lower oil prices and
still pay dividend.
Japan as a net importer will benefit, so Yen
will strengthen in the meantime.

Crude Oil (Brent)

Sir John Templeton: ”It is impossible to produce superior performance unless you do something different from the majority”
Largest company positions in the portfolios: BP, Royal Dutch Shell, Woodside Petroleum, Japanese Yen.
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Building portfolios holistically Case study 3: (What has the market already priced in?)

6%

FIRST LEVEL THINKING
“Trump expansionary policy will mean increased
US earnings, higher inflation and a higher US
Dollar”.
► Buy US equities,
► Sell nominal bonds, and
► Run quickly from Emerging market currencies.

5%
4%
3%
2%
1%

SECOND LEVEL THINKING

0%
Global Agg Bonds

AUD Cash

Aus Govt Bonds

US Govt Bonds

Global Listed Property

Aus Equities

US Equities

US High Yield

Japan Equities

Aus Listed Property

EM Debt - Local Ccy

Europe Equities

UK Equities

Balanced SMA

EM Equities

-1%
Growth Real Return

Valuation Implied Return (Local Currency)

Assess probabilities and uncertainties of asset links – consider the unexpected.
Warning: Do not depend on recent history or consensus thinking.

Post Trump election rally, market pricing suggests
16% pa higher corporate earnings growth, and
0.75% pa higher inflation
►
►
►

US equities unattractive on long-term valuation;
EM equities are relatively cheap.
The delicate balance between US dollar, bond yields
and equity prices will cause market volatility.

Warren Buffett: It’s only when the tide goes out that you find out who’s swimming naked.
Largest company positions in the portfolios: Taiwan and Korean Equities, Japanese domestic stocks, Royal Dutch Shell.
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United States of America
Equity market is above long-term fair value; US equity market has risen by 7% since November election.
Largest companies by market capitalisation in the US are the least attractive on a long-term valuation basis
8%

4%
2%
0%
-2%

Australia

US Healthcare and Financials
sectors - use ETFs.
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Utilities

Telecoms

Info Tech

Financials

Healthcare

Cons. Staples

Cons. Discretionary

Industrials

Materials

-4%
Energy

Valuation Implied Return (Local Currency) By Sector

6%

Trump stock market rally from expectations of
► Stronger cyclical growth
► Corporate benefits (lower tax and regulation)
► Steeper yield curve positive for bank lending
► Rising commodity prices
► CAPE analysis market fair value is 40% below existing
market level
► Profit margin analysis suggests Technology sector
operates with historically high profit margins

USA

US high yield debt - active
manager.

Expect currency volatility so 50%
hedge USD/AUD

Europe (including the UK and Eastern Europe)
European equity market is dominated by Energy and Pharma sectors with global earning streams and Financials with local influences. The
future depends on banking sector state support and Big Oil maintaining capex and cost reductions. Emerging Europe is attractive!
8%

Post Brexit the hardest hit sector was European (UK)
financials and housebuilders but now recovering.
► Populism has bigger potential impact for Europe
► Germany growth is key watch point
► European corporates can cut costs and benefit from
US growth.

4%
2%
0%
-2%

Australia

Utilities, Energy and Telcos
sectors - use ETFs or
direct equities.
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Utilities

Telecoms

Info Tech

Financials

Healthcare

Cons. Staples

Cons. Discretionary

Industrials

Materials

-4%
Energy

Valuation Implied Return (Local Currency) By Sector

6%

Europe

Emerging markets debt is
attractive in local currency
– active manager

Pound sterling is attractive at
A$60c - ETF
Euro remains least preferred
currency –Hedge currency.

Asia (including Japan and Australia)
Emerging Asia around long-term fair value; Pacific Trump Trade (Australia) market is dominated by Materials with global earning streams
and Financials with increasingly local influences.
Total Yield

Growth

Valuation Adj.

Current Return

Fair Return

Asia has advantages of:
► Strong sustainable growth
► Less destabilising influence of populism
► Japanese corporate balance sheet is
conservative
► Focus on shareholder value improving
► Australian household debt is the global
exception
► Elevated Australian profit margins and
► Higher PE multiples, suggest market
value is 40% above fair value level.
►

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%

Emerging Asia

Japan Equities

Japanese domestic companies
– Active manager
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Aus Equities

US Equities

Australian government debt
– strategic beta or ETF

Emerging market currency
attractive - ETF.

STRATEGIC FOCUS

INVESTMENT APPROACH

FLEXIBLE

Morningstar Multi Asset Managed Portfolios

REAL RETURN
Managed Funds

Multi-Asset

Moderate

Balanced

Growth

High
Growth

MULTI-ASSET
Managed Accounts

Conservative

Moderate

Balanced

Growth

High
Growth

DIVERSIFIED
Managed Funds

Conservative

Moderate

Balanced

Growth

High
Growth

LOWER RISK / RETURN

RISK PROFILE

For illustrative purposes only. Portfolio availability varies by relationship. Not to be used to asses the exact risk/return relationship between portfolios.
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Morningstar
Investment
Management are
meeting adviser needs
using a flexible set of
differentiated
investment tools:

HIGHER RISK / RETURN

Long term high conviction
multi-manager portfolios;
► Competitive rules-based
“strategic beta” equity
models built for multi-asset
portfolios;
► Low cost ETFs; futures and
currency forwards
► Customised strategies used
for portfolio risk management
►

Important information

This document is issued by Morningstar Investment Management Australia Limited (ABN 54 071 808 501, AFS Licence No. 228986) (‘Morningstar’). Morningstar is the Responsible Entity
and issuer of interests in the Morningstar Managed Funds and Managed Accounts referred to in this report.
© Copyright of this document is owned by Morningstar and any related bodies corporate that are involved in the document’s creation. As such the document, or any part of it, should
not be copied, reproduced, scanned or embodied in any other document or distributed to another party without the prior written consent of Morningstar. The information provided is for
general use only.
In compiling this document, Morningstar has relied on information and data supplied by third parties including information providers (such as Standard and Poor’s, MSCI, Barclays,
FTSE). Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of information provided, neither Morningstar nor its third parties accept responsibility for any inaccuracy or for
investment decisions or any other actions taken by any person on the basis or context of the information included.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Morningstar does not guarantee the performance of any investment or the return of capital. Morningstar warns that
(a) Morningstar has not considered any individual person’s objectives, financial situation or particular needs, and (b) individuals should seek advice and consider whether the advice is
appropriate in light of their goals, objectives and current situation. Before making any decision about whether to invest in a financial product, individuals should obtain and consider the
disclosure document. For a copy of the relevant disclosure document, please contact our Adviser Distribution Team on 02 9276 4550.
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